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Dan Ferrell writes about do-it-yourself car maintenance and repair. He has certifications in
automation and control technology. Photo courtesy of Scheinwerfermann on Wikipedia. Turn
signal problems and diagnosis can get confusing, especially when a system shares wires and
connections with the parking, warning, and braking light systems. Most common problem
sources include bulbs, wires, connectors, fuses, flasher units, and switches. So the average car
owner can troubleshoot these faults with the use of a test light and, sometimes, a digital
multimeter DMM. When dealing with any vehicle electrical circuit fault, it's a good idea to have
the repair manual for the particular vehicle make and model you'll be working on. It helps you
identify not only wires and components and their related connections, but how to access,
troubleshoot and replace components, as necessary. Furthermore, sometimes it is necessary to
access the turn signal switch. You'll have to remove covers and, possibly, the steering wheel. If
your vehicle has airbags, it is necessary to disable the passive restraint system airbags before
working around the switch to prevent accidentally hitting an inertia sensor that may activate the
airbags. Always follow the instructions and warnings in the repair manual for your particular
model to prevent an accident. Haynes manuals are popular and practical maintenance and
troubleshooting guides. Get the one for your car make and model. To make troubleshooting
easier, this guide is divided into the most common types of turn signal system failures,
troubleshooting procedures, and tips to guide you toward the potential fault much faster. Just
look for the section heading that describes your particular problem. Check all turn lights when
troubleshooting the turn signals. Photo courtesy of Leotard on Wikimedia. This is one of the
most common faults in turn signal systems. Here are some steps you can take to troubleshoot
the problem:. Photo courtesy of MattiPaavola on Wikipedia. You can repeat the previous test.
But this time install the light bulb to the socket and back probe the connections at the harness
connector while operating the turn signal. This way you can also test the connector for a false
or damaged connection. Photo courtesy of Ildar Sagdejev on Wikimedia. This is a variation of
the previous problems. This time, though, the left or right side of the signals doesn't work. You
may see the dash indicator lamps illuminating brightly, but the turn lights won't flash. You may
be dealing with bad bulbs, a bad flasher relay, a faulty turn signal switch, or a bad wire or
connector between the flasher unit and the turn signal switch. You may need the repair manual
for your specific vehicle make and model to identify wires and components, and possibly to
gain access to them. Check that your hazard lights work when troubleshooting your turn
signals. Photo courtesy of Lars Plougmann on Flickr. Note: Normally, you are dealing with a
blown fuse, a bad flasher unit, or a faulty turn signal switch. Locate the fuse using your car
owner's manual or vehicle repair manual, or check the 'Checking a Light Bulb Socket for
Ground and Power' section above, or the 'Testing the Turn Signal Flasher' further down. Make
sure your turn signal indicators work as well. Photo courtesy of Kskhh on Wikipedia. If the
emergency lights and turn signal lights illuminate but don't flash, check first for a burned-out
bulb. This is the most common cause. If not, you may be dealing with a bad flasher unit or a bad
turn signal switch. Identify the wires in your turn signal switch using your repair manual. Photo
courtesy of Phil Parker on Flickr. You may know there's something wrong with your turn signal
lights because the indicator lights on the instrument panel illuminate but don't flash as usual.
Use your vehicle turn signals schematic when troubleshooting your turn signal lights. Photo
courtesy of Hans Haase on Wikipedia. Another problem you may encounter is that your
indicator lights don't work at all, but the outside turn lights work fine. Possible causes:. If
necessary, consult your vehicle repair manual to gain access to the bulbs on the instrument
panel and ground connection. Although some models use a separate light for the left and right
turn indicators, other models use a single light for both turns. Photo courtesy of dailyinvention
on Flickr. Troubleshooting the turn signal switch is pretty much straightforward. Usually,
depending on your particular model, getting access to the switch electrical connector is the
hardest part. For this test, it is a good idea to consult the vehicle repair manual for your
particular model. You need to identify wires and the best way to access the signal switch
electrical connector. Also, if your model has airbags, you may need to disable the system to
prevent the bags from accidentally inflating. If necessary, your manual will walk you through the
process for your particular model. The turn signal flasher may be lcoated under the dashboard
or inside the engine compartment. Photo courtesy of Bill Abbott on Wikimedia. NOTE: This
guide deals with analog type flashers. If your system is equipped with a solid state unit, consult
your vehicle repair manual for special instructions. Also, make sure to use a digital multimeter
with at least 10 Mega-ohm of impedance to protect sensitive circuits in your vehicle as you
troubleshoot electrical systems. A good way to test the flasher unit is to use a known good unit,
but that may not be practical. So the next best choice is to test the suspected flasher while
installed in the vehicle. Your circuit connections may differ from the outline described here, but
you'll find the next general steps helpful. If necessary, consult your repair manual. The next

video shows you a common procedure when replacing a flasher unit on a GMC truck.
Depending on your particular vehicle make and model, you may or not need to remove the
dashboard trim. On some models, the flasher is readily accessible. Consult your vehicle repair
manual. This is a special turn signal failure. It has to do with the mechanical operation of the
signal switch rather than an electrical system failure. For example, you signal traffic your
intention to turn left or right, but after cornering, the turn signal continues to flash. In most
cases, the repair is within the reach of the average car owner. Still, consult the repair manual for
your particular vehicle make and model. Specially if your model has airbags. You'll need to
disable the system for safety reasons. Also, your repair manual will tell you what specific tools
you need, if any, and the procedure to follow. Turn signals, and the system they are part of, can
fail in many ways. When facing a problem, always check every light so that you know what part
of the system or lights are failing. This will make troubleshooting, and fixing the problem, easier
and faster. This guide is designed to help you make your repair faster, and get back on the road
safer. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters.
Question: My left indicator will flash one time and then will not flash anymore both back and
front. The right side is fine. The hazard lights won't flash on both sides. Any ideas? Answer:
First, make sure the fuse for the hazard lights is OK. Not so common are problems with
connectors in the circuit between the turn signal switch and the flasher unit relay. The post
describes some tests you may want to try. Question: I have a Mitsubishi Mirage, the left
indicator works and the dash light too, and the right turn indicator does not, though the dash
light works. I have swapped the flasher relay with a working one. I am wondering where to go
from here? Answer: If the right indicator comes on but doesn't flush, check the light bulbs on
that side. If it's not coming on, use a test light and make sure you got a good ground and power
through the light socket. If necessary, check the wires that connect to the socket. Hope this
helps. Question: Why does my indicator light switch cancels too soon when indicating right,
when slowing down? It only happens a few times. Question: I have a Chevy Express van.
Flasher works well, but the turn signal only works when the car is off. Don't work with the car
on. Any advice? Answer: It could be a shorted turn signal switch. Question: I have a Chevy
Impala and the right front turn signal is not working. The fuses are good as is the bulb. What
else could it be? Answer: If it is only one bulb that isn't working, make sure the bulb is good
and then check the socket, power and ground. You can use a test light for this. When you turn
the turn signals on, right or left, the front work fine but the rear both flash. I have replaced the
turn signal switch twice. I checked and cleaned all the grounds and replaced all bulbs and both
flashers. Still, I can't find the problem. Answer: Probably there's too much resistance in the
circuit that connects to both rear turn signal lights. You may need the diagram for your specific
model to identify the wire. Check the common wire that connects to both rear lights; it could be
loose, dirty or damaged. Question: Why would my Kia Sedona right, rear turn signal stay on
with the key-off? Answer: If it's only one light, the power wire leading to that light might be the
problem. This could be in the switch itself. You need to trace the voltage in the circuit using a
test light. Question: I have a mk2 Renault Megane and I have had the indicator fixed twice. It
works for days and goes off again. A new bulb holder? If it is blown, there could be a short in
the circuit. Also, check any connectors and harness in the circuit for corrosion or loose wires.
Also, have the alternator tested. Answer: You may need to look at the circuit diagram for your
particular model. But there could be a problem with the multifunction switch or there's a short
in the circuit, activating both sides. Using the diagram, you can trace voltage using a test light.
Can you help? Answer: Usually the problem is a faulty flasher relay. Other potential causes is
corrosion in the circuit to the lights or an electrical issue in the turn signal switch. Question: I
have a Mazda 6. When I use the turn signals, they rapidly flash on the dash but do not indicate
on the front of the car. The bulbs, switch, and fuses are new. What could the issue be? Answer:
Usually this is caused by a bad bulb. Other problems may come from poor ground at the lamps,
or bad connection at the turn signal switch. Question: My problem is the opposite of number 3
in this article. When using the turn signals from the steering wheel, only the right side of the car
works. The left side doesn't, only a very fast clicking sound is heard, like a machine gun. Where
is the problem with my car's hazard lights? Answer: Double check the bulbs and make sure the
filaments are Okay. You may want to try swapping the left and right bulbs and see what
happens. Possibly the switch is the culprit. But you can check the part of the turn signal circuit
for the side that isn't working lever and switch. Another possibility is a loose wire, or a socket
that needs a little twist bad joint , connection. Question: I replaced a rear bulb turn signal in a
Chevy Cavalier. When I move the bulb the light goes on, can I clean the connector? Answer:
You may want to check you have a solid connection to ground and power. Use a test light. For
cleaning, try electrical contact cleaner. My turn signals are located in the lower fog lights. Fog

lights work. Neither turn signal in front work. Indicators light up on the dash and rear signals
light up, but both dash and rear lights flash rapidly. I have replaced both front bulbs and
installed a brand new wiring harness as an accident is where all this began. I have also taken to
the garage to try to reset the fault. No luck. Any ideas what the problem could be? Answer:
Check the power and ground for the circuit at the sockets. You may need to consult the diagram
for your model and see where they both get power common connection. Trace the voltage using
a test light. There could be a loose wire or connector. Question: My left turn signal indicator will
hyperflash intermittently. No lights are blown and they are not LED. A quick hit to the light
housing fixes this for a short time. Checked fuses and wiring. Any idea? Answer: Check the
ground for a poor or loose connection. Other possibility is a failing indicator unit. Question: My
hazard light and left and right indicator don't work. I am sure that my flasher relay is good and
all the fuses. What should l do? Answer: Check the circuit and switch. You may need to trace
the voltage using a test light. Get the wiring diagram for your make and model. You can find a
manual at most auto parts stores. Question: Why does my right turn signal stay on unless it's in
the left signal position? Question: My car's turn signal blinkers don't come on at all. What could
it be? Answer: The most common reason is a bad flasher, but check the fuses, circuit grounds
and opens as well, if necessary. Question: My hazard lights are working but the indicators stay
on. Do you know of any solution? Answer: There seems to be a mechanical problem with the
turn signal switch. It's not canceling after the steering wheel returns to its normal position. You
may need a new switch. Question: My turn signals work with headlights off but do not work with
the headlights on? Power is going through a ground, and the ground is lost for the turning
signals when the lights are on. Check the body grounds and wires in the sockets. Make sure
they are clean and well connected. Question: Left signal works fine in and out of my car. The
right signal hyperflashes inside the car. Right signal works outside in front but not in the back. I
replaced the bulbs. Still nothing. Now what? Answer: You can use a test light or voltmeter to
test for power and ground in the faulty rear light. Usually, the problem is a bad ground, but the
power wire might be loose, corroded or disconnected. Since the other lights seem to be working
fine, concentrate on that part of the circuit. Question: Why won't my turn signals work? The turn
signals won't even come on. Question: The turn indicators work correctly on the outside of the
car, but they do not light up on the dashboard. There was a time when the dashboard lights
flashed occasionally, so I do not think that it is the light bulbs in the dashboard. I can hear the
flasher unit clicking when a turn indicator is selected. Any suggestions, please? Answer: Check
the contacts or the circuit leading to the dashboard, there could be something loose there.
Answer: Most likely the problem is within the switch, the canceling mechanism might have
failed. Question: Why does my my left turn signal come on when I push it to go right? Question:
Why do the hazard lights come on when I am using the left turn signal? Answer: The most
common problem is a shorted light bulb causing trouble, an electrical short in the signal switch,
or bad flasher relay. Question: The fuses and relay are good but the turn signals on my Honda
Accord LX stopped working all of the sudden. What should I do? Answer: If none of them are
working, start checking at the switch. Check for incoming and outgoing voltage. Question: I
have a Jackaroo. Can you diagnose the problem with my Jackaroo's turn signal? Answer: Look
for a loose wire or connector. You may need your repair manual if you need to remove
components. My problem is the left front turn signal stopped working for no apparent reason.
All the other turn signals work just fine, including the rear left one. I pulled out the bulb and
tested the socket and no power. Is this something that I could fix myself or do I need to have a
professional fix it? Answer: You may be able to fix it yourself. Probably the power wire that
connects to the socket or the ground at the socket is loose or disconnected. Use a test light or a
voltmeter to check the power wire. If there's power, the problem is the ground. If there's no
power, you need to trace the wire back to the switch. Probably is cut or disconnected
somewhere. If you need to trace the wire, you may need the wiring diagram from your vehicle
repair manual. You can get a manual at most auto parts stores. Question: My right turn signal
doesn't work at all but the flashers work perfectly. What could the problem be? Answer: The
problem may be with the turn signal switch. You can use a test light to check that part of the
circuit. If you don't have the manual for your particular model, your local library may have a
copy, in case you need it for reference. Question: My hazards work and flash; my left indicator
works and flashes; my right indicator does not work or flash and there is nothing on the
dashboard. I've checked the switch, fuses, bulbs and flasher. How do I fix this awful problem?
Answer: If the flasher is working fine, then the problem could be a bad indicator bulb, socket or
circuit problem. You may need the wiring for your specific model to trace the voltage in the
circuit, possibly the ground. Question: My left blinker works just fine but when I use my right,
the blinker noise happens but no light pops up on the instrument pannel and both the front and
back right blinker dont work. But my hazards do. I've already replaced the flasher unit and the

switch on my steering wheel. What could be the issue? Answer: Need to check the circuit
grounds and power for that side of the lights. You can do this with a test light or digital
multimeter. Check the wiring diagram in your vehicle repair manual to trace the circuit branch
for that leg. Question: My car indicators work, but there is no clicking sound. It doesn't have
flasher relay. The sound is supposed to come from the cluster itself. What could be the cause?
Answer: Some modern vehicle use a solid state relay, and the computer or some other relay
may imitate a clicking sound which you hear through the speakers. When you turn on the right
or left turn signal, they both flash. What could cause this? I just put a new turn signal switch in
about a month ago. Answer: You might need the diagram for your model to trace the problem.
The problem may be in the switch itself. Also, look for a wire in the circuit that is touching the
other wire in the circuit past the relay. If you have installed the harness connector for a trailer,
the problem could be in the wire connector. Question: I have replaced the signal switch, the
relay and a front turn signal bulb. My turn signals will come on for a second and then go off.
Question: Both of my rear lights aren't working. The indicator blinks rapidly even though I have
replaced the bulbs. Answer: There could be a problem with the power feed line of the circuit. It
may be loose. If you don't have the manual, try the reference section of your local public library
for the manual. Question: I have a diesel Hilux. The right indicator sometimes flashes quick, or it
blinks once to 5 times then stops. It also works fine sometimes. Do you have any ideas?
Answer: There seems to be a loose wire, turn signal relay or relay connector. Usually, the
indicator will blink fast when a light bulb burns out. But a bad connection in the circuit or relay
can produce the same effect. Just need to check that side of the circuit and find the loose
connection. Question: My turn signals and lights work intermittently but my emergency flashers
work fine and when we tested them after testing the emergency flashers they worked fine. What
could this be? Answer: There could be a bad ground in the circuit. You may be able to use a test
light to check the circuit. Check the wiring diagram for your model. It only turns off when I take
out a fuse. How do I fix it? Answer: The problem could be with the flasher relay. Try removing
the relay and plugging it back in and see if the problem goes away. Or replace it. Another
possibility is an issue with the switch itself. Question: Yesterday, I bought new turn signal bulbs
for the left rear and right rear of my vehicle. My left rear already burned out. Why would it burn
out the next day? Answer: Make sure the proper fuse is used to protect the circuit - and check
for loose wires around the socket and check the socket itself. Answer: The most common fault
in the multifunction switch is wear of the turn signal contacts. They wear out and may begin to
fail intermittently or not turn the signal, signal may not cancel; you may experience similar
problems with the wipers and headlights. Other than that, you need to gain access to the switch
and operate the switch while testing incoming and outgoing voltage with a test light as you
operate the different settings. You may need your vehicle repair manual to check the wiring
diagram for your particular model. Question: I replaced my turn signal bulbs. Now my right
signal turns on my hazards and my hazards are right signal. Answer: If the lights were working
correctly before replacing the bulbs, check the sockets for corrosion and the connections.
There could be a loose wire. A bad flasher relay does the same thing sometimes. Question: My
right turn signal "sometimes" does not work. But if I press the hazard it works properly. What
could be the problem? Answer: Sometimes the contacts in the multifunction switch are to
blame for this problem. Wiggling the hazard switch makes them work. You might want to have a
shop confirm the problem and, if necessary, replace it. Question: I just put a new bulb in on the
back right, and the next day it was failing. I took it out to look, and it looked almost burned or
melted on the bottom where it connects inside the socket. What does this mean? Answer: There
might be some resistance at that part of the circuit. Check the connections at the back of the
socket. The wire should be well connected. Also, check the ground. Too much resistance will
cause the socket and lamp to overheat. Question: Both my indicators keep flashing and I can't
turn them off. Answer: There could be a short circuit. A power wire in the turn signal circuit is
probably in path with the hazard light circuit. You'll need to test the circuit. A test light or
voltmeter and, probably the wiring diagram for your model can help you here. Question: I have a
model, 3. Answer: There could be a problem with the turn signal switch or a faulty connection.
Use the repair manual for your model to locate, gain access to the switch and connectors, if
necessary. If you don't have the manual, check the reference section of your local public library.
They may have a copy for your specific model. Question: All my left-hand side indicators and
hazard warning work; however, the right side doesn't. Would breakdown assist and would it be
covered, as it's unsafe to drive home? Although I haven't checked fuses or relays in the engine.
Also, the side repeater in the driver's door, which is a fixed unit, that bulb is blown, would it take
the whole right side out? Answer: Usually, this is due to a faulty turn signal switch. But you
might want to check the bulbs first, and any potential faulty signs you may see in the sockets or
wiring to them. Try swapping the door light bulb with the opposite one and see what it does.

You can also test the switch using a test light. Go over section two in the post. Usually, the
flasher relay and signal switch are the most common sources of trouble for this type of
problem. But you may want to double check how you wired your new LED lights. It depends on
whether you're using dual beam one bulb or single beam two bulbs. I have a volvo When I
tested turn signals, I got inconsistent results and suspected I had a loose bulb, connection or
fuse issue. I know nothing of the previous owner other than there were parts in the trunk that
suggests they were resto modding and lost interest. I pulled, cleaned and replaced all fuses. A
half pull turns on all signal lights just on, not flashing but no headlights. A full pull adds the
headlights. Could both of these issues be related to the step down switch mounted on the finder
well? Nicole - you might want to check the voltage drop for the charging system as well. The
test makes sure the connections are good, no corrosion, loose or damaged wires, etc. Try this:
Turn the ignition key to the On position but don't start the engine. Can you see the battery light
come on, on the dashboard. This is to check the exciter wire for your alternator. If this wire is
damaged, your good alternator won't charge the battery. If your model has this wire coming off
the battery light bulb on the dashboard, the battery light won't come on if it is broken. But your
particular model may have this wire hooked to the voltage regulator with a fusible link. If the
fusible link is blown, same results, your alternator won't charge the battery. So you may be
running your car with battery power without letting the alternator charge or properly charge the
battery. Check the location of this wire in your particular model and test for voltage. You may
need the diagram for your specific model. To add to my last post about Ford Windstar, every
time we jump it everything works fine no problems or noises or anything, just when we shut it
off the battery instantly drains and blinkers go crazy. I have a Ford Windstar. Only , miles on it,
bought it at , and never had problems with it until recently. When we shut the car off the blinkers
would blink on and sometimes opening a door cause this as well. Than when we try to turn the
car on it would not start. This happened for about 3 days and then when AutoZone tested the
battery said it was fine than tested the alternator which failed, so immediately we changed the
alternator. Test alternator and it's fine, test the battery and it's fine but a guy said might be
battery because it's almost 3 years old. We have nothing charging nothing plugged in and today
after turning it off my father tried to turn it back on and nothing, but blinkers flashing and lights
came on, and my dad said the theft light is randomly off which is a new thing. I am not a car
person but I know electricity electronics and the whole blinkers flashing the moment we turn off
the car and battery draining way to quick now makes me think some sort of cable short or some
short circuit. Maybe it is the battery but if the car is completely off and the alternator is fine I
dont see how the battery could just drain that horribly within seconds especially if it passes the
test at AutoZone and a secondary mechanic place. Any ideas on what's wrong? I read stuff
about corrosion sockets, cables, switch assembly, my father brought up ignition switch and I
want to know what others may think. Every problem but mine! Flasher unit ticks rapidly but
none of the indicator bulbs light up. Any suggestions? There's probably a short to ground.
You'll need the diagram for your particular model to trace the short. You can use a testlight for
this. My left frt. Seems like a ground problem in that part of the circuit. You can use a testlight to
check the grounds. If necessary, use a diagram for your particular model. You can find one in
the repair manual for your vehicle. Get an aftermarket copy at your local auto parts store. Hi,
when i turn my right blinker on, all lights brake, reverse, blinker, ect. Left assembly good
working condition. Please tell me possible causes. Thank u. Also, blinker indicator on
dashboard will blink normally when brake pedal IS NOT depressed but when it IS depressed, the
blinker indicator with blink rapidly on dash. Check the light bulb in the rear light. You may need
to check the grounds in the circuit; you can use a testlight for this. Also, you may need the
diagram in the vehicle repair manual for your model. Something is grounding the turn signal
circuit. Often, this is due to corrosion in one or more sockets. Check the sockets using a test
light. Also, a shorted turn signal switch can cause this problem. My honda,s left signal light stay
consistently on. Then the left signal light stays on for ever. Make sure the bulbs are good; and
check the sockets for corrosion or loose wire bad power or ground , use a test light. Also,
although not as common, a fault in the circuit between the turn signal switch and the
connection to that circuit, or the switch itself is bad. I have s Audi a4b6 2oo2 model l am having
turn signal problem with the front and back drivers side indicaters not working but my drivers
side fender indicated is working. There might be a loose connection; there problem could be in
the switch if all turn lights fail sometime or a specific part of the circuit if only two or one light
doesn't work all the time. You may need the diagram for your particular model to trace the
problem. Check the switch connections and grounds. In my Honda Accord my turn signals do
not turn always turn on. There could be a short in that part of the circuit. Check the power
connection at the socket. If it is loose it is shorting to ground. Check for corrosion and damage.
Hope it helps. My turn signal on rear driver side went out so i replaced bulb it worked for 1 day

then went out again blinking fast again what could it be i have a chevy malibu. You may want to
try checking with a test light if you have the diagram. You'll find it in the vehicle repair manual
for your particular model. Looking for a solution, my left indicator light comes on immediately i
switch on the ignition switch on whalest the indicator switch is at neutral position. This is
usually caused by a bad flasher relay, but sometimes the turn signal switch fails or a less likely
a short in the circuit or connector. Looking for solution. I turn on left turn signal and rear
flashers come on. Right side works fine. There could be a short in the circuit that is grounding
the lights. It's possible the relay or flasher is getting stuck. If necessary, have someone trace
the short. It seems like the problem is with the turn signal switch. Once the lever returns to
center position, the flasher should be off at this point. The internal mechanism is triggering the
wrong contact points. Hi Dan, I have a Chevy Colorado. Both the front and back left side turn
signals blink normal on the outside of the truck and the left arrow on the inside dash instrument
cluster blinks normal when putting the switch in the left position. When the turn signal switch is
in the neutral position both the rear left outside turn signal bulb and the dash instrument cluster
arrow stays lit solid not blinking and drains the battery. If I put the switch selector in the right
position the outside front bulb blinks normal and the rear right does not blink at all and the left
arrow on the inside dash instrument cluster stays lit solidly the right arrow never comes on ,
When turning on the flasher it is the same meaning both the outside front and rear left bulbs
and the right front blink normal and the rear right doesn't work and the inside dash left arrow
stays lit solidly. The ground seems to be good in the rear right bulb because the same bulb is
used for the tail light and works. I switched the bulb with the left side and it works on that side
so it is not the filament. The dark green turn signal power supply wire doesn't seem to have
power coming into the connector when I checked with a test light. Do you have any idea what
would cause this because I can't follow the wire diagrams too well? Does the chevy colorado
have a flasher? Looks like the switch notifies a bcm. Thank you. Most likely the turn signal
switch has mechanical damage. Probably the lock ring is broken. You'll need to replace the unit.
I've had the same issue back in and they had to replace the whole unit. I do have flashers. The
problem seems to be in the turn signal switch. Check the output voltages there. Probably, you'll
need to replace it. Today I discovered that the rear turn signals and brake lights do not owrk.
The front signals are fine. I replaced the bulbs, even though they looked good, as well as the
sockets. With the bulbs removed, turn signal lever in left turn position and the test light
grounded to chassis the left socket flashes and the right socket has steady illumination. When
the lever is in right turn position the test light flashes in the right socket and glows in the left.
With key on and turn signal lever in the middle the right rear light is on. There is also a scenario,
though I forget exactly when, that the right signal flashes with the lever in the left turn position
and vice versa. Since there are no brake lights at all my friend checked for power at the brake
light switch. When he accidentally bumped the ignition key the test like flashed. I'm baffled.
Probably the spring inside the multi-function switch is broken and not cancelling the signal
after completing the turn. You may need to replace the switch. It seems the switch in the
indicator stalk is faulty, probably the internal spring is turning the wrong contact for the
indicator. Also, this could be a loose wire problem making the wrong contact in the switch. This
can be checked with a test light. You'll need access to the switch, and perhaps the diagram for
your particular vehicle make and model so you can trace the wires. You can find the manual at
most auto parts stores. Light for indicator on dash is flashing right when I have moved the stalk
into the left position die. Why is right arrow on my dashboard flashing when it should be the left
one flashing. My turn light aren't flashing on dashboard and aren't on all 4 sides of car on a
dodge caravan. What would it most likely be? Check for a problem in a light control module, or
headlight switch connector or circuit. A relay may be stuck or a problem with a wire in the
circuit. You may need a test light and your wiring diagram to trace the fault. What is causing
this? You need to replace the turn signal switch assembly. You may do it yourself, if you have
the service manual for your particular model. Get one online or at your local auto parts store.
Something is worn with one of the bulbs or possible ground or power is not getting properly to
the socket. Check how much voltage you are getting or dropping. Probably this other post may
help:. I have an 08 JK, my hazards work fine. However, only my front passenger side turn signal
does not work everything else works as it should. It does have rapid flash when on though. I
have used a multimeter and I am getting current on all these wires. How do I fix this? Hi, My
Ford Taurus signal lights front, rear, and indicators , hazard lights, rear brake lights are not
working. Please, may you point me in the right direction? These are two separate circuits.
Check to see if you have voltage to and from the multifunction switch. You may need a wiring
diagram to trace the voltage if necessary. Specially check the connector. There could be a bad
ground in the circuit crossing the path of the other light. Other possibility is corrosion in the
connector s or a bad connection in the circuit. When turn on either turn signal the other one has

a dim flash in it also. This is on my small tote trailer I pull behind my motorcycle. This puts too
much resistance in a circuit, which heats up and stops working. The problem can be in the turn
signal circuit or switch. Have the circuit checked. This other post may help:. My rear turn
signals work for like the first 10 min and after that they don't work anymore and when I use my
turn signal it is causing my car to jurk. It seems an open or short is activating the turn signal
circuit. Look up the wiring diagram for your particular model. You'll need a test light or
voltmeter to trace the fault. These other posts may help:. My hazards won't turn off. It kills my
battery if i don't unplug it. The turn signal fuses are apart of the hazards so i couldnt just pull
that fuse out. I changed them to see if that was the problem but wasn't. What could that be? If
you recently replaced one of the bulbs, make sure you are using the right one for your
application. You may need a test light and the wiring diagram for your model to check the
circuit. My turn signals seem to work but the clicking indicating blinkers engagement doesn't
stop when turn signal is disengaged. Make sure you are using the correct bulbs for your
application. Also, check those bulbs that you replaced and the ones that were there for the turn
signals. Probably one of the filaments is broken and stuck across the other filament. Also, there
could be a bad ground for the turn signals. I have a Chevy hd. My tail lights and headlights were
just replaced. All new bulbs. My turn signals work fine without day time lights on or auto lights
turn on. When lights come on my left turn signal stays on and left signal blinks fast. It's
possibly a bad relay, but there could be a loose connetion, or ground. If only one of the right
lights isn't working check the socket and connections; if both lights on the right side, there
could be a problem in the circuit. You can use a test light to check for a loose or disconnected
wire. I have a Isuzu Ascender. Left turn signal works great but when i use the right signal, it
works occasionally and other times it stops after a few seconds when i turn it on. Sometimes i
have to reapply the right turn signal to finish my turn. Im thinking switch or TS relay. Check the
ground and power for the rear lights. You can do this with a test light. There could be a problem
with the socket. Sometimes a bad chassis ground can keep the lights from working properly.
Check the wire that connects from the battery to chassis. You may want to do a voltage drop to
make sure grounds are okay:. I've pulled the assembly out to check the bulbs. They all worked.
Put the light assembly back on and lights won't work. Didn't touch the car for two days. Went
out to start car and the lights worked! What's going on? Here I go! My Silverado turn signal,
brake and reverse lights don't work on the rear right side only. The right arrow on the dash
blinks fast. The front turn signal blinks at the same speed fast as the arrow on the dash. I've
changed all the bulbs and checked every fuse except the big ones. What's up? Use a test light
to check the power wire and ground at the light socket. There could be a bad power or ground
connection. Usually the problem is with the circuit connections either at the light itself or the
switch. If only one light or one side is flashing quickly, check that part of the circuit. You may
need the diagram for your model, if you need to trace the wries in the circuit. If necessary, do a
voltage drop in that part of the circuit:. I have a 94 Gmc Sierra, My left turn signal is flashing
quickly when the running lights or headlights are on, but flash normally when the head lights or
running lights are off. I replaced the whole tail light recently due to the previous owner using zip
ties and spot welding to hold it together but the problem persist. This only started recently after
I did a tune up and replaced the distributor cap and rotor, as well as my spark plugs and cables.
There could be a problem in the wiring; check for a short. If the body control module connects
to it, unplug the wire and reconnect. See if that helps. Check the bulb filaments and make sure
they are not shorted together, then check a loose wire perhaps making a wrong connection in
that side of the circuit. My problem is that with parking lights on my RH turn signals are stuck
lit, but a little bit dimmer than normal with no dash indication. When I use the indicator they
seem to blink a little bit brighter. The dash light works normally to both sides using indicator
and hazards. You need to check the switch and the wiring for that part of the circuit - you need
the diagram for the vehicle to follow the voltage. Check the wiring behind the socket, something
is causing the voltage to drop perhaps, which is causing the rapid blinking of the front light. All
indications of a burned out left rear turn signal bulb front bulb still works, now at faster rate,
dash indicator is also at faster rate, right turn signal system works completely fine. The rear
bulb looks ok, but I swapped it out with one I know that works. Didn't solve the issue. Checked
the voltage on the contacts that connect to the bulb and it is good alternates between 4V and 0V
when the turn signal is engaged. I'm stumped. Any help would be greatly appreciated! New
flasher, new bulbs. Brake lights, hazard lights and right turn signals work. Left side - only the
front turn signal is working. Same bulb for the hazard and they work. I have switched bulbs
thinking the filament was broke and it works in the right side rear. Why would ONLY the left rear
turn signal not flash. Probably there's a hazard-lights flasher that needs to be checked or the
circuit - and also check the flasher unit for the turn signals, if separate. Another possibility is
the turn signal switch or connections. I can hear clicking sound and it blinks on outside. Could

this problem be related? There could be a problem with the switch itself. You may need the
diagram for your model. It'll tell you how to trouble shoot it. My car does this strange thing
where when I hit the lever to turn left it alternates between the left and right lights twice and
then works just fine. At the moment that is not really an issue as it corrects itself in a few
seconds, but I wonder what they cause is and if it will get worse. There seems to be a problem
with the switch itself, or the wiring. You'll need the diagrams for your vehicle to trace the
voltage. American auto manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive,
and, through hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American
Muscle Car was born. Many people purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV
campgrounds are being inundated with requests for their people to do things that are the RV
owner's responsibility. RV owners need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance.
Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to
diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all,
with an expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Index I. Checking the Turn Signal Switch X. Turn Lights Don't Turn Off. Related Articles.
By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan. By
Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. Holden has
been producing cars in Australia since , but General Motors has decided to curtail Australian
production. Now the concern has announced the closure of a research center in Melbourne and
the famous Lang Lang test site. Thus, the brand Holden completely completes its existence.
About employees will be left without work, and the remaining approximately people will provide
after-sales services in Australia and New Zealand for another 10 years. A company formerly
known as Holden Special Vehicles will re-equip them to fit the local market. Also, Australians
can offer the new Cadillac Escalade. Holden Engine Troubleshooter Reference Manual. Holden
Engine Troubleshooter Reference M. Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Holden Commodore Full
Workshop Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 4. Holden Drover Owner Manual. Holden Vectra
Owners Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Holden Commodore. Holden Car Wiring Diagram.
Holden Cruze Wiring Diagram. Holden Cruze EWD. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. JPG Image
Holden FE Wiring Diagram. History of Holden Cars. When you want to upgrade your Chevy truck
stereo or radio, you can take it to a professional or try to do it yourself. This guide comes in
handy whether you are installing a navigation system, MP3 player or even putting the factory
stereo back in. Installing a stereo into your Chevy Silverado is easy to do with our truck audio
wiring diagram. Whether you are a professional stereo installer or just trying to upgrade your
truck stereo, this wiring guide can help you. These are also known as the C or trucks, and they
use a different wiring diagram to install your aftermarket stereo. This stereo is found in many of
the Chevy vehicles in this year range, and even the Corvette. If you are installing a stereo into
your Silverado of this generation, you will need to use an install kit like the one shown below. If
you are reinstalling your Chevy Silverado factory stereo, this unit can be found in other used
Chevy trucks or vehicles. Depending on the double DIN stereo you are trying to install, you may
need a mounting kit. If you happen to own a C Silverado, the wiring will vary ever so slightly.
These changes are easy to see and notice, especially when you are installing an aftermarket
stereo. You will notice the main difference in the C Silverado Stereo Wiring schematic when you
try to connect the switched 12 volt wire. If you own a Chevy Silverado, you are in luck. Because
this is a double DIN unit, you can get away with just a mounting bracket to make your stereo fit
properly. This unit powers the front speakers as well as the subwoofer if your Silverado came
with one. The newest Silverado has several different options from Chevy that can complicate
your stereo install. Many of these changes affect your install if you are intending on ditching the

factory navigation or infotainment system. For select and Silverados, the stereo wiring works
out slightly differently. If you are looking to install an aftermarket navigation system or even a
single DIN stereo with a pop-up face, you will need a install kit as well as new mounting
brackets. When installing into this generation of Chevy Silverado, you are best off when you
start with a truck without the factory navigation unit. With this trim of Chevy Silverado, you can
use an install kit to upgrade the base radio. Use of an install kit allows you to bolt in a single or
double DIN into this stereo opening. The wiring for the and Silverado can vary, depending on
the level of your trim. If your Chevy Silverado has a pin plug on the back of your stereo, you will
need to follow this guide instead of the previous one. Car Radio Ground Wire: Black on 16pin
plug. Next up in our Silverado stereo wiring guide is the auxiliary audio input wires. This is an
important part of your stereo install, especially if you are adding additional inputs. Have any
questions about this Silverado Stereo Wiring guide? Leave them for us below and let us know!
Robert, you should have a blue amp wire for switched power. Failing that I would tap into your
ignition switch located in your steering column. Good luck! Sorry but this Silverado stereo
wiring diagram does not include the just yet. Stay tuned or subscribe to our Facebook page to
get the latest updates! Thanks for reading! Which wires do I want to tap into for creating audio
outputs for my amplifier, and where can I find those wires. What year or generation of Chevy
Silverado wiring information do you need? The radio control box is beside the lower glovebox
and has 1 aqua colored and 1 tan colored plug, both are 29pin along with those are a usb and
antenna plugs. Any help would be appreciated. In the meantime, install of your stereo and
amplifier can be made easy with a plug and play kit. I have a Silverado custom with the IOB
radio it has a Grey plug on the left and a tanish sort of brown plug on the right, as you looking
in. I am trying to hook up a 4 channel loc and 4 channel Amp and I can not find info on this type
of radio anywhere or harness. Adding an amp and sub to a factory stereo using a LOC. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Wednesday,
February 24, Sign in. Forgot your password? Get help. Password recovery. My Pro Street. Like
this: Like Loading Ford Explorer Stereo Wiring Diagram. Mitsubishi Evolution Stereo Wiring
Diagram. Does the present include Silverado ? Hi Ryan, thanks for reading Sorry but this
Silverado stereo wiring diagram does not include the just yet. Thanks for commenting! Hi Ryan,
thanks for commenting What year or generation of Chevy Silverado wiring information do you
need? I need the speaker wiring color for a Chevy Silverado custom adding a 4 channel amp. Hi
Mark, thanks for reading my Silverado wiring guide. Hi Scott, you most definitely can! Best of
luck and let me know how it turns out! Drop me a line if you have any questions! Contact us:
stockspyder gmail. Find the Chevrolet stereo wiring diagram you need to install your car stereo
and save time. Scroll down and find the Chevrolet wire guide you need. Every Chevrolet stereo
wiring diagram contains information from other Chevrolet owners. Clifford, ask and you shall
receive: Chevrolet Suburban Stereo Wiring. Kris, as much as we would like to assist you, most
of the car stereo wiring info listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do
not have any info on the Chevrolet Sonic radio wire information but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to help you out by posting a reply. Kris,
as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo wire information listed on our
website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any information on the Chevrolet
Colorado stereo wiring info but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life
community would be able to post a reply and help you out. Bradley, having static and not being
able to change the station sounds like your Chevrolet Blazer stereo is faulty. We suggest you
replace your car radio with an aftermarket car stereo because it would be more cost effective
than trying to repair your factory head unit. Hope this helps. Good luck with your Chevrolet
Blazer radio troubleshooting. Vina, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car
audio wiring information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not
have any information on the Chevrolet Impala radio wire info but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to help you out. I need complete stereo
system diagram for chevy suburban. The left side speakers are not workung very low sound
with stock radio. I do have onstar in rear view mirror and dvd player overhead both factory.
Looking for a Chevy Tahoe audio wire schematic and an installation guide having some issues.
Thanks for your help. I need a wiring diagram for a Chevy Tahoe LT with the 6 speaker system
my wiring harness i wired in only lets the 2 front door speakers play and no sound from the
rear. Amit, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car audio wiring info listed on
our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any info on the Chevrolet
Tahoe stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified Life community
would be able to help you out. I need the wiring details for the chevrolet tahoe with bose audio
and nav. No Onstar. Steve, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car stereo wire
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any

information on the Chevrolet Cruze radio wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable
Modified Life community would be able to chime in and post a reply. Looking for the wiring
diagram on the pioneer 9 speaker premium sound system for chevy cruze. Need wiring diagram
for chevrolet cavalier z24 when I do have it hooked up it shuts my dash gauges off and my theft
system acts like it wants to stay on also there is 2 gray and 2 black wires. I need a chevrolet
cobalt wiring diagram but i need to know specifically what wires go to the steering controls.
Thank You. Lorenzo, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any info
on the Chevrolet Cobalt audio wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified
Life community would be able to post a reply and help you. I need a speaker wiring diagram for
a chevrolet suburban with 6 speakers. Pete, as much as we would like to help you, most of the
car stereo wire info listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have
any information on the Chevrolet Sonic stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and help you out. Looking to
hookup the audio from a Chevy Sonic to a studio for a show concept. Can I possibly get a
wiring diagram to give my engineers to get at the stereo output from the in car system. Jeff, you
will need some aftermarket electronics to hook up a subwoofer to your Chevrolet Impala factory
stereo. You will need five components:. Car Subwoofer 2. Car Subwoofer Box to house your car
subwoofer. Car Audio Amplifier that matches your subwoofer power needs and ohm rating. Car
Amplifier Wiring Kit that can handle the power needs of your amplifier. RCA Line Out Converter
to feed an audio signal from your factory radio to your aftermarket amplifier. First run all your
amplifier power from your car battery to where you plan on mounting your amplifier. Next, run
your ground wire from your grounding point to your amplifier. This will provide an audio signal
to your after market amp. Lastly, connect your subwoofer to your after market amplifier using
the speaker wire in the amplifier wiring kit. Good luck with your Chevrolet Impala amplifier and
subwoofer installation. Quez, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car radio wiring
information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any
information on the Chevrolet Cavalier stereo wire but hopefully someone from our
knowledgeable Modified Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. I would love
to have a wiring diagram so that i can look at the issue and resolve it! Yreffej, we suggest you
purchase an automotive aux input adapter. This adapter will allow you to input any Apple iPod,
mp3 player or portable music player into your factory radio. This is the easiest and most cost
effective way to add an audio input into your factory stereo. Here is the adapter you will need:.
Auxiliary Input Adapter for Chevrolet Malibu. Good luck with your Chevrolet Malibu auxiliary
input adapter installation. Does anyone know if I can or how to install a auxiliary plug in the
stock radio of a Chevrolet Malibu? Can you please post a wiring diagram for a Chevrolet
pickup? Andy, as much as we would like to assist you, most of the car stereo wire information
listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have any info on the
Chevrolet Camaro SS stereo wiring but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable Modified
Life community would be able to chime in and assist you. I need a car radio wiring diagram for a
chevrolet camaro ss with a factory 9 speaker boston acoustics system. Hi, I need a wiring
diagram for a chevy silverado dually LS package. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Hello,
my husband is going crazy trying to figure out the wiring for his Chevy Silverado series radio.
Can you help out?! Thanks in advance for any help given. Blazerbill, the Chevrolet Blazer
factory radio is not able to read a mp3 CD. You will need to purchase an automotive auxiliary
input adapter. Aux Input Adapter for Chevrolet Blazer. Good luck with your Chevrolet Blazer aux
input adapter installation. Steve, as much as we would like to help you, most of the car stereo
wiring information listed on our website is provided by our visitors. We currently do not have
the Geo Tracker stereo wiring information but hopefully someone from our knowledgeable
Modified Life community would be able to chime in and help you out. I need a wiring diagram for
a chevrolet Suburban with the six speaker premium system. Specifically what I am looking for is
the rear door speaker wire color and polarity information. Unable to get sound in front speakers
after installing am Amp and Subs. Also need a diagram that shows each color and how to figure
out what is what with same colors for a Chevy Beretta Stereo. Ryan, as much as we would like
to help you with your Chevrolet Optra, we only have car radio wiring information about United
States Domestic Market cars. Good luck with your search. Also wondering where the plug from
the factory radio would connect too. Good luck with your Chevrolet Colorado stereo installation.
Looking for a wiring diagram to be able to install an aftermarker radio in a Chevy Venture Van.
Dont know if its similar to a LT or not.. I need my wiring diagram for my Chevrolet Suburban
with dvd and cd combination. I want to find a way to use my I phone with my speaker system.
Thank you! Devyn, as much as we would like to help you with your Chevrolet Epica, we only
have information about United States Domestic Market cars. David, we are happy we could help

you with your Chevrolet Optra stereo wiring diagram needs. David, as much as we would like to
help you with your Chevrolet Optra, we only have information about United States Domestic
Market cars. I need the stereo wiring diagram for a factory installed stereo in my Impala LS with
onstar. I have lots of gray and black wires. I need to know which is positive and negative on the
back speakers of a Chevrolet Monte Carlo 3. I would much appreciate it. I need a wiring diagram
for a Chevrolet Silverado with radio controls on the steering wheel. Brady, most late model
vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed an audio signal to your aftermarket
amplifier. You would have to install a line out converter to supply an audio output. Here is the
Line-Out Converter you need:. We suggest you invest in some solid wire taps that wont come
loose. These wire tap connectors will allow you to tap into wires without cutting and installs in
seconds by hand with no crimping or tools required. Good luck. Are there rca outs on the
radio?? Can someone please help me? I tried 3 CD players and neither one is working. Looking
for stereo wiring guide for Chevy Tahoe. I am looking for audio wiring diagram for a Chevy
Impala I wonder if you could please send me any available info. Edvin, there are some
companies that manufacture interfaces that allow you to hook up an Apple Ipod to your factory
Chevrolet Silverado stereo. Here is the Apple Ipod Interface you need:. I am trying to manually
add an IPod interface for my Chev Silverado truck. I saw the harness diagram for the speakers
but could not find one for what I think is called the AUX harness. Can I get one from you? Hello,
I am looking for installation instructions and wiring diagram of a stero for trail blazer LS. Please
comment. Can you help me out with some diagrams and possible harnesses I will need. Tring to
find the wiring diagram on a stock radio in a Malibu. Thought maybe the Cobalt is the same but
not sure. Would appreciate and help I can get. Looking everywhere for a Chevrolet Aveo
hatchback car radio wiring diagram. Could you please help me : Thanks,. Please double check
your year, make, model and let us know. I tried to install a stereo in my chevy cavalier and after I
had made up all the wires shown this diagram I had an extra black, gray, and a purple not
shown on the diagram could anyone help. Thank you for your help. I am trying to find a wiring
digram for my Chevy C Silverado extended cab without rear third door. Note: Vehicle isnt
equipped wit Bose. I am looking for a stereo wiring diagram for a Chevy Malibu, or is it the same
as the Malibu? Thank You for your time, Ryan Alexander. Looking for the wiring diagram so that
I can replace the existing radio in my Chevrolet Blazer with a Blaupunkt Radio. I would like a
wiring diagram for a astro van. Thanks in advance. I have a Chevrolet Avalanche and I can not
find a radio wiring diagram anywhere if you could send me one it would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks, Kale. Does anyone know if on the back of the radio for a Chevrolet equinox is there a
standard auxilary port. However no one can seem to tell me if there is a standard auxillary port
on the back of the unit. Vonda, On most late model vehicles, connecting the correct wires to the
door speakers should automatically feed the extra tweeters. Any help? Instead of 14 basic wires
it has 16 wires. Hope to locate sound system wiring diagram for chevy suburban â€” Vehicle
has a six speaker system dash 2, rear doors 2, and rear overhead 2, plus an amplifier under
drivers seat, flat front radio with cassette player. Would appreciate any assistance you can
offer. Any help would be much appreciated. I need a stereo wiring diagram for a chevrolet
cavalier. Need asap. Any help will be much appreciated. Thanks, Megan. Comment on Jan 7 for
silverodo wiring and request answered with , are they the same? Thanks, Peace Out, Mark.
Hoping someone can help me out. Lookng for car radio wiring for a chevy s10 pickup. Thanx in
advance. Im currently wanting to install a new stereo and would like a color code digram and or
skematic. Looking for a 99 Chevy Blazer S radio wiring diagram. The Blazer is different than the
S pick up. I need the radio wiring diagram for a Chevrolet Cavalier, I have a Pioneer deh cd
player that I need to install. Thank you. Can I get some help on this please. I am looking for the
radio wiring diagram for a S10 2wd pickup. It is not extended cab if that matters. Inderpal, ask
and you shall receive: Chevrolet Suburban Stereo Diagram. Thanks, Indy. Rob, ask and you
shall receive: Chevrolet Cavalier Wires. I am trying to fine a stereo wiring guide for an 89 chevy
cavalier Z Can you help? Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Chevrolet
Radio Stereo Wiring Diagrams. The best part? Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. My HD duramax had a
similar issue. Turned out to be a 50A fuse in the engine bay fuse box one of the 50A fuses in the
row closest to the center. Jerold answered 5 years ago. John answered 4 years ago. I'm not
sure if you found the problem or not but I have an 07 Silverado that had the same problem.
Driver control for Windows stopped working and a buddy of mine found a yellow wire going
from the boot in the door to the fuse box that was broke along with a couple either wires. We
think the wires are too small and from opening and closing the door it just snapped over time.
We fixed the wires and now all the windows work fine. I hope this helps you because I know
how crazy it can make you trying to figure it out. Craig answered 4 years ago. Checked 25 amp
breaker, good. Used ohm meter checked wire from fuse box to rubber boot coming from truck

frame. Open circuit. In that rubber boot between frame and door, wire was broken. Made repair,
everything fine. Msloring69 answered 3 years ago. I have an 05 silverado and some problem. I
checked circuit breaker, rubber boot for broken wire everything is good. I put a test light to the
wires that go to the switch. Its getting power but nothing works. Any suggestions???
Passenger window and lock works just fine. John answered 3 years ago. Check the rubber boot
that goes from the door to the frame. I will bet the yellow wire has a crack or break in it and that
is your problem. It is a pain to find and get to but that is what worked for me. Carter answered 3
years ago. Odd that I have 4. GuruD5VVL answered 3 years ago. Had all the same problems
everyone is describing as well as my cruise control not working and the remote start nt
working. I read on multiple forums that replacing the amp master fuse, cleaning up and
tightening the batter connections, and replacing the grounding wire fixed many problems. I did
so and it stopped my charging outlets from blowing fuses everyday and allowed me to use one
of the windows thay wasn't working. I'm still having problems with thw remote start and cruise
control. Will update Bruce answered 3 years ago. I have a Silverado 4 door. The driver side and
right rear window worked fine. Both right side windows would go up but not down. After
checking and surching for 8 hour, I finally check diver side master switches, took the switch
apart, found it had sand in it from a trip we had made to the beach. Cleaned the contacts with a
pencil eraser, now works fine. GuruDT2CS answered 3 years ago. Even though I had 12 volts at
the new window switch, I replaced the 25 amp circuit breaker that is BEHIND the fuse box at the
drivers edge of the dashboard, the access requires taking off the knee-panel and using a
flashlight to see the top of the 1" long silver case sticking out. When I plugged it in it started
making a lot of chattering noise and was very hot to touch. Steven answered 3 years ago. I just
finished fixing the 'drivers door power window not working' problem on my '08 Sierra. As some
have said, there were broken wires in the rubber boot between the cab and the door. In my case,
the red and white power wire from the fuse panel to the door switch was broken. I also solved
my 'power door lock not working in the drivers door' issue It's definitely a PITA to fix This truck
has been a nightmare electrically. I had random starting problems a couple of years ago with all
sorts of phantom warning lights on the dash and the door locks popping open and closed while
driving. It turned out to be bad connections at the battery. I needed to replace the negative and
positive battery connectors I'm definitely discouraged with these 'quality parts' issues.
Reedslawn answered 3 years ago. Check the wires in the rubber boots between the door and
the cab of the truck. That fixed my problem and by the looks of it fixed other people's problem
as well. Once you find the broken wire and fix it you should be fine. My Silverado Truck,
passenger window not opening from driver side, but will work properly if is open by passenger
side, what should i do? Juan answered 3 years ago. Hello I have a similar problem. Ellen
answered 3 years ago. GuruYY3CB answered 2 years ago. I have issues with power windows
and the power mirror not working. Check all fuses. Not sure how to check that. Please help bc
of rainy elements. Right window at passenger will not roll up. GuruY7F6J answered 2 years ago.
We have a chevy Silverado with rear passenger window stuck in the down position. He said to
rev the engine while trying to roll it up. Did that and it rolled up! Obviously something electrical
will be checking the wires, fuses, cables etc as others have described when I get some time
tomorrow. GuruTVQX5 answered 2 years ago. When you try and roll the window up it just
makes a buzzing noise. Any ideas what that may be? Harriram answered 2 years ago.
Kenscott51 answered 2 years ago. I have a 09 Silverado. My back passenger window won't go
up. When I push the button for it to go down, I can hear a little click. But when pulling it up
nothing. What's an easy fix for this problem? BigChris3 answered 2 years ago. Zane answered 2
years ago. I had the same problem. Passenger window would go down but only sometimes go
up. None of the rest of the windows would work. I opened up the boot on the drivers door and
yep! The yellow wire was broken. Soldered then back together and they all started working.
PhilbSanJose answered 2 years ago. This sucks because I don't have a yellow wire and it
doesn't appear any of the wires are broken either. Mine is a Silverado. Passenger window works
fine. Drivers window didn't work at all for about a day, the next day got in and it worked. On the
way home it stopped and now completely dead again. Iv'e been trying to figure this out all day. I
found my answer to my issue, as I saw from the person with the Duramax. My issue was
resolved the same as his with the 50 Amp fuse in the engine compartment. It also was
responsible for my dash lights, turn signals and emergency flashers. GuruBF answered 2 years
ago. My 08 Siverado had window problems when using the drivers side switches. I took the
door panel off and found a clear-ish rubber gasket with a small round metal disc for each
window. They all had a green patina on them causing a bad connection. I cleaned and lightly
sanded them and the problem went away. Smckeever answered about a year ago. I read this
thread after I had replaced everything on 2 doors of my truck Just clicked but did nothing The
regulator and motor are only 75 bucks each so I replaced both of them. Low and behold. The

answer was right here Cut apart the rubber boot which was a huge pain in the ass!!!!! So I cut
the boot on the rear door Now I have windows again. There were a few wires in each boot that
had become dry and brittle. Before you do what I did and spend bucks on extra parts. Check the
wires. Steve answered about a year ago. Thx for the advice. Slow motor speed; almost seemed
like it was binding on the rails. After reading this forum, I looked at the wires in the harness
running through the door and there it was. The black wire was down to one or two strands.
Problem resolved and works like new. Lost all power to drivers side door Same thing here, 08
Silverado. Worked sporadic for a while then quit working all together. Had power to the switch
but nothing on the driver's door worked. Pulled the boot loose from cowl and door, poked
around and black ground wire broken completely in half. Appreciate others on this site who's
comments saved me a lot time. This pile has k on it. Drivers window goes down great,
passenger window stopped going down. At first i could use the driver side control for the
passenger and then the passenger switch would work. Now the passenger window doesn't go
down at all.. Relay, wires or motor ya think? Brandon answered about a year ago. GuruSH8R5
answered about a year ago. I had same problem,neither left hand pwr window would work. I
replaced the master switch on the front door;didn't fix it. Itook the back door cover off and
found a shorted wire bared,that was the problem!! Kells91 answered about a year ago. Open the
door, it is between the door and the frame. I Carefully cut mine open with a sharp razor knife.
There are a bunch of small wires in there. Look them over carefully, I found broken ones in 3 of
my doors. Solved all my window problems. I had water get into the cab of my Sierra. The
passenger windows, rear sliding window, power seats, and signal blinkers hazards work are not
working. All the motors to seats and windows work when I apply strait voltage to them. I'm
going to check the boot and the wires that you guys are talking about. I have a Silverado crew
cab. Just yesterday the back window stop going up and down. Before I start spending money
on switches and regulators and stuff oh, I'm going to check for a broken yellow wire. Thank you
guys. Haytruck answered about a year ago. Fixed mine. It was the red wires behind the parking
brake pannel and the plastic cover that runs along the bottom of the door they got pinched right
where the two Shields meet good luck. Guru8ZZMT answered about a year ago. ValleyFarmer1
answered about a year ago. I have same problems with classic crew cab. When those wires
break how do you check for continuity? GuruR28Q1 answered about a year ago. Does a
Silverado passenger window has to be programmed to the computer to work. GuruRB answered
about a year ago. Any help would be appreciated. I have A Chevy Silverado two wheel drive. I
can row my passenger side front window down but can't row it back up both back windows I
can't row down the passenger side back window you can roll it down if you're sitting in the back
but it will not let me roll the window back up now and I can't figure out how to get it back up and
also my cruise control does not work my radio the only speakers that work in the whole truck is
my little tweeters. I don't know where to start with even getting the back window back up now.
Helpneededplease answered about a year ago. I have a gmc Sierra 4 door Pick up. The other
day my drivers side window stopped working, I can power down the passenger side window
and the back windows from the main switch on drivers door. I can power down the passenger
door from the passenger side switch as well. I cant power down the back windows from their
own switches but I can power them from the drivers door. I did apply power to the drivers side
motor wires and the window went down I reversed the power and the window went up so this
deletes the motor as being the problem, I also changed the drivers door switch. Does anyone
know where my next step would be? I did check the wiring in the boot and it all seemed good.
Also I have tried to find a wiring diagram for a sierra power window system with no luck. I
answered earlier about taking the drivers side window switch apart and cleaning out the patina
that had built up on the small round metal discs as well as the contacts on the circuit board.
Add a little dielectric grease afterwards. Well, I found a YT video that shows exactly what I did.
Hope it helps you all out. I did take the switch apart and cleaned it and when that did not work I
ordered a whole new switch and changed that yesterday and still the same issue. Guru6BQ4T
answered 11 months ago. O8 Silverado LTZ I found large black wire broken apart in the boot
between door and frame but unlike every one else I took apart the covers behind the frame and
unplugged the wiring harness from the fuse box then popped out the holder in the frame for the
boot then removed the tape easily and slide the boot back on the wires. I then repaired the
broken wire taped the harness back together for strength the pulled the boot back in place and
retapped it then pulled wire harness back thru cab frame and snapped boot back in plac, I then
pulled the harness back into place and reconnected it to the fuse box. Work time one hour
twenty minutes total!!!! Guru6BQ4T has the best method to fix!!! Worst part is getting the elec
connectors apart. I used a butt crimp connector, but I took off the insulation and soldered it then taped it up. Jesus answered 7 months ago. I have a Silverado, here is my problem. When I
turn my ignition off and pull out my key ALL 4 windows come down! What is it? I cant figure it

out. Please help, thank you. Destincajun answered 6 months ago. Master driver door switches
work great when key is turned on. All other doors work independently. QueenBeeTink answered
5 months ago. The power window switch itself may not be getting a good connection when
pressed. I took off the door panel casing around the switches Have to unscrew door handle and
then use like a thin flat plastic screwdriver to pop the casing off Inside you will see a clear
plastic with metal dots on it. Those metal dots when pressed to power switch allow the windows
to work. I cleaned mine off with rubbing alcohol and fine sandpaper. Worked like a charm for
about 6 years! Just redid again and this time used spray air to make sure all dust out etc. Works
great! Guru99QD3R answered 4 months ago. If there should be more, then maybe I am missing
a broken wire somewhere. Guru9DJ5Q7 answered 3 months ago. Guru9Z2ZCK answered 2
months ago. Guru95WW3W answered about a month ago. Guru95H5DD answered about a
month ago. Loooong story short I tracked it down today and my problem was the plug to the
window motor! Pins were connecting when ever they felt like it. I cleaned up pins best I could
and bent them slightly to make better contact in the female plug. Good as new! I have a chevy
truck that the passenger rear window quit working. I installed a new motor and that didnt fix the
problem so I dug a little deeper thought maybe the switch went bad but I tested it Would it be
the fuse or one of the wir My driver side power window will not automatically roll up. I have to
hold the button up to roll it up. I believe i might need a new switch. Is this true? My driver side
window does not work. All other windows work. How do you check the wiring. I have a different
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attaches to the red wire of harness and all works fine. Check youtube, only had 1 video
explaining this and it doesn't explain it very well. Images in this review. Just what I needed.
Works great. Hook red to yellow for constant power. The quality of the connector wires and pin
retention are great. But it is not pinned correctly for a cobalt and is advertised to work with this
year and model. I had to re pin the connector. Also it dose not have a 12v on for the radio. I had
to run a separate key on wire to turn the radio on. Not a bad purchase though plugs right in to
the factory plug with no issues. Awesome that their labeled on each wire saves alot of time and
paper, but their all in the wrong spots so that kinda negates the time saved Gotta find a wiring
diagram now One person found this helpful. I recommend an adapter harness over splicing into
OEM harness. But this harness was not plug and play for my 05' Chevy Colorado. I had to do a
lot of research to be able to make this harness work. Some of the pin did not match the new 7"
double din, so some wire placement chasing necessary. Also, about 4 or 5 wires not needed FYI
, but that may be common. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. The harness fit
very well in my Chevrolet Equinox has they said but the the wires contacts doest link with the
stereo car wires. I not recomend it at least you want to lost time and money. Report abuse. The
antenna adapter also doesn't ground the shielding on the antenna line. Look elsewhere. It
worked, but had to relocate pins orientations did not work with original orientations Wiring
harness is great. Antenna adapter doesn't work properly. Will not tune in radio stations.
Plugged right in worked good. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Metra TurboWires
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Diagrams - From population to pollution control. Big Red - Photos and Videos of my lifted truck
with its camper shell. I'm not into contemporary society. I want to own land , but not be a
landowner , and a cabin , not hooked to electrical grid , farm and burn my own trash. I'm saving
for a better tomorrow , hoping to make the leap to another freer state. More on off-grid living.
Questions, comments? Feel free to email me at andy andyarthur. Grounding to the frame for the
accessory battery will not excite the hal-effect current sensor, which is located on the negative
terminal between the starting battery and alternator on the truck. Not making this connection
will lead to both batteries undercharging, especially in warmer weather or longer trips. Failure to
make this connection will cause premature failure of the batteries, potential dead starting
batteries, and repeated undercharging. You have been warned. Since , I have always run a
power inverter off my truck, that converts 12 volt DC power into volt household power. I use it
extensively through the summer season to provide light and power to camp for small
appliances like my alarm clock, laptop, and electric lighting. Electric lighting really beats any
other camp lighting. My current set up uses a Vector-brand watt Power Inverter, connected to a
second battery, that is disconnected from the starting battery when the engine is off. There is
no danger of a dead starting battery as the second battery is disconnected from starting battery
when the truck is off. Once the truck is turned on, the isolator relay reconnects the second

battery to the alternator. As the isolator does not kick in until the alternator is spinning, there is
no voltage drop when the engine is cranking. Not too bad. While the wiring is not rocket
science, having it professionally done, increased the quality over what it would have been done
had I done it myself. I am not a wiring expert, even if I know how electrons flow.
Boomer-McLoud did all of the wiring and installation, although I had to purchase the battery and
tie down, and also provide the battery inverter. I decided to get a Walmart Everstart 24DC-6
Marine Battery, which is a dual purpose battery for starting and deep cycle. Walmart Everstart
batteries are pretty good quality for the price, they are manufactured by Johnson Controls in the
USA. I would have gotten a true deep-cycle, but I was on a budget, and finding something that
would fit in the battery tray was a bit of a challenge. I figured if going to take some abuse â€”
occassionally being overly deep cycled â€” I might as well not spend a fortune. The Walmart
Everstart 24DC-6 Marine Battery fit perfectly in the tray without sliding or being oversized,
although is slightly taller then the standard Group 48 battery. If battery gets too low, you just
fire up the truck and charge it up. You just want the tie down plate and battery bolt. I then had to
install the battery myself, and tie it down. You will need several long socket extensions to reach
below the battery to install the tie down bolt. They had some questions, and I showed them
where I wanted the inverter mounted, and they did the rest. I just dropped it off before work one
day, then picked it up later in the afternoon. Hit the switch on the inverter, plugged in
electronics, and I was off. It is excited by a fuse tap in the Throttle Position Sensor Fuse from
the main power bus. In the background is the main fuse bus, with the top off it. Rather then
mess with any factory wiring, the main feed wire comes off of the main starting battery terminal.
Notice the amp fuse for safety. And finally, the power feed to the second battery, runs right on
top of the main power bus from the Main Power Bus Distribution Box, just like how Chevy does
it with the factory second battery install. The starting battery never gets low, the camp power
works well all night long. I want to do the same thing and mount the inverter on the floor of the
cab under the radio areaâ€¦â€¦is there an easy way to put the wires through the firewall?
Thanksâ€¦Ken Ragan. Yes, near where the steering wheel column rod comes through, there is a
plastic-leather portal were a number of wires come through. There is a lot of extra room there.
Carefully cut the plastic, and you can run any number of wires there. Just make sure to seal it
up well when done. Why does your main power tap into your other battery instead of just
tapping into the back of the alternator? It seems you used a lot of extra wire and will probably
stress your main battery. My alternator output screw has plenty of room for an extra wire and it
is close to my new batteryâ€¦â€¦should I not tap it there? Either place should work. That bolt is a
metric type 10 x 1. Can be found at any chain auto parts store. I have a Silverado also and I am
wiring my setup almost identical. Can you tell me what the fuse number is according to the
diagram on the fuse box lid that the wiretap is on? And, have you had any issues yet with this
setup? Oh i get it! So instead of just running a ground wire from the auxiliary battery to a place
on the frame nearby, you actually have to take the ground wire from the auxiliary battery and
run it all the way back to the negative terminal on the primary battery that way the hall effect
sensor can read the current on both batteries and can adjust. Paralleling the two batteries is
good, if you want to use them with a plow or other heavy electric load when the engine is
running. The problem is when the engine is turned off, and your using an electric load, it will
discharge both batteries, when in parallel â€” granted it will take twice as long to discharge both
batteries. I wanted to be able drain one battery down, for camp power, and still have a fully
charged starting battery, so not to get stranded in the wilderness with a dead starting battery. I
accidentially discharged my starting battery on my old truck once, and had to roll start it
manually transmission. I had a question I was considering doing the parallel battery set up
because I am pulling a lot of power due to winch stero 52 inch light bar CB etc etc but I also
camp and use a lot of acc will this setup accommodate both needs or do I need to choose
between the 2 thx great article. The setup with the isolator would be great for you because both
batteries are connected together while the truck is running allowing you all the apps from both
batteries for your stuff. When you shut off the truck, the isolator shuts off and then the stuff on
the extra battery can be used without draining your starting battery. Hope this helped. I like your
set up. A cheaper and less convenient option is a knife switch. You can disconnect when
camping and reconnect it when running your engine. I did that as a temporary repair on my
motorhome 3 years ago. Yeap, that will work. I do get big swings on my Volt gage though. Other
than that, everything else works good. The big voltage swings may be normal, if they occur over
time when driving, especially when hot out. My truck goes from a low of This not only prolongs
the batteries, but also reduces fuel economy, by reducing the drag of the alternator by reducing
the field current. The second battery will somewhat increase the swing, because the alternator
is more likely to see the batteries as overcharged or undercharged. It even has a amp-meter in
line with the Neg main battery cable. I assume adding a second aux battery solenoid isolator

would confuse the EPM, when it automatically switches the Aux battery in and out of the loop
during starting, running, etc. I ordered one of these to install in my Silverado They are low-cost,
and pretty durable. They are a simple mechanical switch that connects the two batteries when a
voltage is sensed on the third terminal. I use a fuse tap to get a voltage from the Throttle
Position Sensor Fuse. The voltage regulator will step up the voltage up to Thanks for posting
the pictures of the great cabling job, looks better than OEM. I plan to do mine myself. The
charging does not depend so much on the voltage regulator s on the alternator. They are
controlled by the EPM, which senses all sorts of other things about battery condition based on
past use, current use, with a software algorithm. It assumes you have only have the starting
battery in the loop. When you add the second battery, you basically double the available
capacity amp-hours. This might confuse the EPM, since it assumes a lower capacity in its
algorithm. Might have to put in an extra gallon or two per year. I had to move the car radio back
onto the starting battery, as I had problems with the accessory battery charging if the starting
battery was fully charged. Thanks for the info. It automatically connects and disconnects the
aux battery to the main battery according to voltage readings on each battery. It waits until your
starting battery has a good charge on it before it connects the aux battery for charging. You
never have to think about it. After you stop the engine, it will wait until one of the batteries
drops below about It will leave them connected for 1 minute. Living in the desert heat of
Arizona, batteries often die without notice. Will send pics after I am done. They have those on
that site in previous post. It will also serve the purpose of prolonging the life of the aux battery.
If you run down your Aux battery, AND your starting battery suddenly dies without warning,
what are you going to do? Thus, the need for auto-disconnect on your Aux battery. At least you
will have something left to start the truckâ€¦. I just posted the following question to justanswer.
Do a search there to see when it shows upâ€¦Cheers! Many people have probably done this as
well. I read your link about How the charging system works, and have some questions for you.
How does the EPM react when there is suddenly about twice the amp-hour capacity added to
the system? Would you suggest connecting the Neg terminals of the main and aux batteries so
that they go exclusively through the current sensor for the truck? How would adding the aux
battery, in general, best be wired, according to the programming in the EPM, which seems to
assume there is only one battery connected? What are the consequences, and best practices?
Within the next month, I will be adding a solar charger and a watt solar panel. This will keep my
inverter and CB radio powered throughout the day, without having to start the truck
occasionally. When I do that, I will change the fuse tap from the throttle sensor position fuse, to
one that is hot when the key is turned to accessory or the engine is on. This way I can charge
both the starting and accessory batteries from solar panel when hanging out in camp during the
day-time, and better keep the batteries balanced. When the key is off, the batteries will be
isolated like before. I am just waiting on the panel and have to do some wiring. You can remove
my earlier post concerning Justanswer. They suck. Could not answer my question. Sorry about
that. Should have knownâ€¦bunch of hack mechanicsâ€¦. I had solar on my old popup camper,
Starcraft 13RT. Email me for more discussion. I have over 10 years experience with all RV
systems, and 20 years with electrical and software engineering. I really appreciate your blog
here! I wired up the solar controller this past weekend. Or you can just buy an inexpensive
adapter and plug your inverter directly into your 7 pin trailer connection and simply rely on the
vehicles built in battery drawdown protection. Ez peasey. That will work, but your limited on the
load, as I doubt the accessory wire to the trailer pin is wired for much more then amp 12 VDC.
My inverter is rated for watts, although I usually only use a fraction of that power. Another
advantage of the second battery, is you have much more reserve capacity. I can run the
deep-cycle battery down quite low, until it finally shuts off. Can you clarify? Did they run a
ground wire all the way across the engine like the power wire or did you just go from your aux
battery to the engine block? Between the starting battery ground and the frame there is a hal
effect current sensor. Unless you connect the battery grounds together, you will:. The voltage
regulator will cut alternator voltage to near zero output if it thinks the starting battery is fully
charged. The alternator will automatically cut the voltage when the battery is charged to prevent
overcharging â€” based on the amperage demand as sensed on the negative line. However,
make sure to connect the negative terminals on both batteries to the factory negative line going
back to the block. This is important, as there is a hall effect sensor on the negative line, that
tells the voltage regulator on how much voltage to put out based on the amount of current
flowing into the battery. Is there a inline fuse fuse just between the two batteries? Not between
the marine battery to the power inverter? Ive got a question, Ive got a 01 e shuttle bus that ive
recently hooked up a watt inverter to run a tv and game sytem for kids and to watch movies on
long trips. I have an issue where the inverter rins for about 40 mins, then shuts iff due to high
input. I just realized that i have a ho output amp alternator that im assuming is shutting the

inverter down. The bus has a slide out compartment where a battery was located to run a
wheelchair lift, compartment has battery cables still inside, that where i ran all my power from.
Any input would be greatly appreciated, thanks. The inverter will only use the amperage it
needs. I think the issue is you either have a defective inverter, or you have too much load on it.
Maybe the inverter is getting to hot from the heat? I believe I have the same setup as you do in
my Silverado with the extra battery compartment. Setup is similar to my old Class C with
starting and house battery. Hi I am trying to disconnect the main electrical loads from starter
battery and connect to the auxiliary battery. However it seems difficult as its complicated
circuiting with dynamo. Pls help suggesting isolating it on toyota Landcruiser. HI, in one of your
pictures on the 2nd battery you have a fuse coming off of the power. What brand is this and
where does this line go? Do I need to run the auxillary battery ground cable through the
Hal-effect sensor, or just to the start battery ground? I have a chevy Silverado 4. I want to add 4
deep cell batteries to my truck. For long use without having to start the truck. And is it ok to put
the batteries in the back floor board of the cab. So I have more camping space in the bed. Andy,
Once the Aux battery needs charging and is being charged by the alternator, what is your
charging voltage from the alternator gauge reading? Does it fully charge the aux battery or does
the alternator drop down the voltage prematurely. My Aux battery is grounded through the
frame. It still is only about 14V which is not enough. I have a manual solenoid system for
isolation. I have used the system for 5 years to charge my truck camper. Just trying to get more
voltage for a faster more complete charge. I also suggest adding a solar panel to your truck cap
â€” this gentle charge of solar really helps ensure a good full charge on your deep cycle. I have
a question about the small ground wire that comes from the auxiliary battery does that have to
go all the way back around to the negative terminal on the primary terminal?? If connecting the
AUX batt gnd cable back to the starter batt gnd, do you go up through the sensor and then onto
the batt post or just to the batt post directly? Als0, where do you put the small gnd wire you
mentioned and what ga wire is it? Thank you for posting the information. I have a question. I set
mine up virtually the same way yours is in the diagram at the very top. With the exception
possibly of where the fuse tap is located. I am using a stinger amp isolator. When the car is
running however why is both batteries charging simultaneously as indicated by the multi me to
read out but the elevated voltage from the alternator? The alternator is probably seeing the
increased load and compensating by higher voltage, to ensure the batteries charge up qucikly.
Both stay charged as configured but the issue is the Cameras that I installed are designed to
have direct current for motion, record, when bumped, parked, etc. After about 7 days of not
drive during this Pandemic. Yup, you guessed it, dead main battery! I could easily switch the
camera over to the second batt, but my question is, how can I configure the setup to have the
second battery to assist with starting the truck in these situations? Standard configured
Positive from Main to isolator to second. Neg from second to chassis and to main and isolator
to chassis. What I do is have a switch that is powered by the accessory battery to connect the
relay when I want to manually connect both batteries when my engine is off. Your email address
will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. These are my experiences in Equipment Used and Costs. What I Had To Do. Pictures
of Individual Components. This is the second battery, with the isolator mounted close to it. Here
are the fuses and other wires coming off the second inverter battery. I hope this is helpful.
Please feel free to email me with any questions. April 22, at am. Andy Arthur says:. April 27, at
pm. April 28, at pm. June 23, at pm. June 24, at am. Stacaz says:. March 21, at am. Steve W
says:. July 9, at pm. Jesus Mendez says:. August 4, at pm. July 13, at pm. Ron Forney says:.
January 25,
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at pm. Paul says:. March 23, at am. Jack says:. January 10, at pm. Andy says:. January 23, at
pm. July 15, at pm. February 28, at am. March 5, at am. March 11, at pm. March 14, at pm. March
16, at pm. March 29, at am. March 30, at pm. April 8, at am. October 19, at am. October 19, at pm.
Levi says:. May 13, at pm. May 14, at am. Michael says:. February 27, at pm. Joshua Reindl
says:. July 26, at pm. December 5, at pm. December 6, at pm. Jon combs says:. March 15, at am.
John says:. June 26, at pm. June 29, at am. Wade says:. July 4, at pm. Jahir says:. December 20,
at am. Davidj says:. June 8, at am. Joe says:. June 11, at am. Randy says:. July 20, at pm. Mike
says:. July 25, at pm. Johnny says:. July 31, at pm. Bret Hart says:. September 18, at pm. Steve
Livni says:. September 24, at pm. October 9, at am. Brad says:. December 2, at pm. Justin says:.
December 10, at pm. Jay says:. January 27, at am. February 3, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published.

